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Our article highlights problems connected with translation. Several years ago 
translations were based on purely linguistic principles [3; 7; 13]. A. Jameson allo-
cates some phases or stages during translation [3] which can be described as follows: 
work on the initial text, recognition of the text, translation FROM the source lan-
guage; work on the initial text, translation INTO a modern language; checking of the 
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actual material and stylistic editing; revealing of the most important aspects of the 
initial text, i.e. definition of translator's priorities . Very often in the process of 
translation transformations take place which reflect the author's creativity and ade-
quate embodiment of cognitive experience in the versified space  [11, c. 95]. There 
may be different vectors in translation connected with the problem of text under-
standing and interpretation [4].  

Nowadays translation studies acquire some new distinctive features, namely lingu-
ocultural approach to the process of translation, which is very closely connected with 
growing number of cultural and language contacts between different nations. 
As Zh.T. Balmagambetova claims [1, 5], the basic obstacles during intercultural 
dialogue are national-specific features of contacting cultures. This new approach to 
translation broadens the boarders of translation. And when we estimate the quality of 
translation, first of all we take into account context, cultural background, volume of 
information preserved in the new text, semantic space of the literary text and many 
other factors.  

Consequently, as a result of the translation act specific dialogue between two con-
tacting cultures is being carried out; during this dialogue culture-receptor is enriched 
with new ideas and the concepts. The perceiving culture gets other intellectual, figur-
ative-emotional and literary-expressive features [2, 35]. 

Object of our research is the poetic text because in poetry the author's self-
expression, one's world outlook, moral values, the level of spiritual culture is dis-
played more vividly and in a compressed form [7, 8]. A. Plisetskaya has the same 
opinion: Translation, especially poetic translation, involves an unpredictable area of 
transformations in the probable projection of the source language onto the target lan-
guage through the perception of the translator. Each translation is a dialogue of cul-

ss-cultural communication  [12, 433].  
The article is based on the translation of the poem The Arrow and the Song  by 

H. Longfellow into Ukrainian, Russian and Mongolian. We have analyzed 4 Russian, 
3 Ukrainian and 8 Mongolian translations. As far as we want to trace how the essence 
of the poem is reflected in Mongolian, which is difficult for understanding, one of co-
authors, Narantsogt has made eight back translations from Mongolian into English. 
We want to state how people belonging to different cultures understand the original, 
how features of the national character are reflected in the translation, how much im-
portance is given to symbols of this or that culture. To find out these specific features 
we concentrate our attention on global text categories (GTC): facts, events, partici-
pants of the situation, time, space, evaluation and some others [9]. The key points in 
our analysis are: blue sky, song as a folklore and cultural element, weapon and 
friendship; they correspond to the majority of global text categories and are very im-
portant in text translation and further interpretation.  

Thus, in our analysis we take into account some global text categories and trans-
lator's priorities . Comparison of three languages belonging to different groups gives 
us possibility to make contrastive analysis [5], considering linguocultural peculiari-
ties either. 

If we compare the English original and its Mongolian translations we see that ade-
quate translation is impossible, because these two languages differ greatly, and in-
formation contained in rhythm, rhyme, some means of stylistic syntax, metaphor, etc. 
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is lost. Mongolian has vowel harmony and a complex syllabic structure that allows up 
to three syllable-final consonants. It is a typical agglutinative language that relies on 
suffix chains in the verbal and nominal domains. This is the poem under considera-
tion.  

In this poem we may single out such GTC as event participants (the hero and his 
friend), event itself (shooting and arrow, breathing out a song), time (events which 
took place later), space (the direction of the arrow and the song and their location    
later), evaluation of the hero's act.  

THE ARROW AND THE SONG by Henry Longfellow 
 

I shot an arrow into the air, 
It fell to earth, I knew not 
where. 
For, so swiftly it flew, the sight 
Could not follow it in its flight. 

 

I breathed a song into the air. 
It fell to earth, I knew not where. 
For who has sight so keen and 
strong, 
That it can follow the flight of a 
song. 

Long, long afterwards, in an oak 
I found the arrow, still unbroke; 
And the song from beginning to end, 
I found again in the heart of a friend. 

Now let us see how these GTC are reflected in Mongolian, Ukrainian and Russian 
translations. 

Event participants (the hero and his friend). The main idea of the poem is that 
friendship and a song are eternal. In all translations it is rendered properly, but in two 
Russian translations singular (a friend) is substituted by the plural:    , 

  , /     (A. Deriabin) and   
  /        (S. Cherfas). 
Event itself and its instruments (shooting an arrow with the bow, breathing out a 

song). Here we come across several interesting facts. In the original the lyrical hero 
shoots the arrow into the air; it means that it has no definite aim. In many Russian 
translations (D. Mikchalovsky, S. Cherfas, Y. Krivchik) the air is not mentioned, but 
in Ukrainian ones the direction of the shooting is identified: 

 (V. Maratch),  (V. Kykot).  
Such an instrument as an arrow appeared to be very important for Mongols, as the 

bow was the primary weapon of the Mongol forces (the early 1200s) that were highly 
disciplined, superbly coordinated and brilliant in tactics.  

Thus the arrow and its flight is described in details: 
  The forgotten arrow flew rapidly (Enkhmunkh); 

 /        /    
    /        I 

let go the arrow (or bowstring) so that it speed-dragged through the wind / The 
stray arrow That arrow faded rapidly Where this wandering arrow flying 
to is insensible (Munkhtugs);   [I] shot off strong (Bud); 

  [It] flew, soaring and aviating (Batjargal); 
  Shot arrow hissed in the darkness (Solongo); 

  / 
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  I shot my spry arrow / With a speed invisible to an 
eyesight / Because it flew buzzing and soaring (Narantsogt).  

Song. Analyzing this instrument of the event we see from the translations that it 
can be characterized in such a way. 

How it was performed and why: Mongolian translation     
    The song that I sang meticulously (Nomin); Russian translation  

     (Cherfas). 
Where it was performed, where it was sent to: Mongolian translations  

   In the sky I sang a song (Batjargal);  
.  I composed a song about you as I walked through a 

steppe (Narantsogt); Russian translations   (Mikcha-
lovsky);  (Deriabin); Ukrainian translations  

  (Maratch);  
(Kykot). 

Who the addressee of the song was and what it was about: in Mongolian trans-
lations only        /        
Someone must have heard it. / Someone who cares about me (Nomin). 

Where the song was found and what it looked like: Russian translations  
  /       (Mikchalovsky),  

  /        (Cherfas); in all Ukrai-
nian translations  . 

We see that much attention is given to the song itself and its properties in Mongo-
lian translations. Among oriental nations Mongolia is famous for its rich folklore tra-
dition. Even in the primitive stage of development during the struggle with nature and 
the domestication of wild animals, labour songs, and verses and melodies on lives-
tock breeding emerged and came down to our day, evolving in accordance with our 
cultural development. The Mongolian folk song is one of the most ancient forms of 
musical and poetic art of the Mongols [14]. 

Time. This category is not very important in this text. Mainly we find its reflection 
in some Russian and Ukrainian translations:   (Krivchik); 

,  (Maratch); 
  (Kykot). 

Space  the sky, the oak tree (the direction of the arrow and the song and their 
location later). We want to start with the sky because in most Mongolian translations 
the direction of the arrow has been specified and "the air" has been substituted by 
"the sky". The sky is very important for Mongolian culture. Shaman rituals from the 
early times have been dedicated to the sky, in which ninety-nine deities reside [10]. 

e-
ism, the eternal sky. It was directly correlated with uniting Mongols and intending to 
conquer the world [6]. 

In the original the arrow was found in an oak, in some Russian (Mikchalovsky) 
and Ukrainian (Kykot) translations the oak is being substituted by the pine tree. As 
far as this tree is not very popular in Mongolia it is substituted by the tree in general 
or a forest:       From beneath the longest trees  
(Uyanga);     From the trees far away (Solongo);  

     from a forest (Munkhtugs).  
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Here we have specification of size of the trees and their distance. Only a skillful 

archer may reach the target which is far away.  
Evaluation of the hero s act (friendship). Friend and friendship. As we have 

already said, GTC we have found in the text are very closely interrelated. Location of 
the song (in the heart of a friend) is also connected with evaluation. Friendship is 
very important for Mongolians. It is reflected in some translations: 

  I found my friend that would be with me eter-
nally (Nomin). The song sent by the hero now belongs to his friend: 

 
 I discovered it has been absorbed into my 

   
We see that all the translators render the general idea of the poem: weapon is 

doomed to be lost  the song lives forever in a friend's heart, though Mongolians add 
some information which has cultural character. 

From the translations presented above we see that GTC are reflected in translations 
in a different way. The sky, as a part of Mongolian ancient religion and philosophy, 
becomes more important in translations as the target of the arrow, substituting the air 
from the original. The bow is a national Mongolian weapon and the skill in handling 
it goes back to ancient times. Thus many details concerning arrow's flight are reflect-
ed in translations. Russian people have inclination to collectivism, mass emotional 
experience and translations show that many friends are more important than one 
friend. All the translations under analysis are correlated with cultural traditions of 
their native country. We also have translations of this poem into other languages 
(Hindi, Bengal, and Vietnamese) and find it perspective to analyze them from cultur-
al and translator's priorities point of view.  
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